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t is time for me to gather beautiful fl owers! But I think it may rain so I do 

not think I will go. But I do need roses to place in and around the house,” 

Juana Isabel considered. “I may be stuck inside and forced to draw instead. 

I do not like rainy days!”

 Due to the humidity, two enormous tears formed in Juana Isabel’s eyes. The 

world appeared fuzzy for a moment until the tears fell on a red rose. The Rose, 

rooted in the arid earth, waited patiently for any possible rain and when the 

moisture provided by Juana’s tears fell upon her, the Rose looked up and smiled.

     Juana Isabel was almost certain she heard the Rose speak and could not believe 

it. “Maybe if I was only six years old I would believe it, but now, what a shock!” she 

said to herself. Juana Isabel smiled and her tears disappeared like the mist off 

the plain when it is hit by the rising sun.

     “I am honored.” said the Rose. 

     “Was it the large Rose who said that or was it me who imagined 

it?” Juana wondered aloud. “My mother said I have been letting 

my imagination run wild!” 
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 Outside of Juana’s house, white roses bloom on the sides of the walkway and 

there are others nestled in green bushes. Juana Isabel, in her desire to reach one of 

the largest and most beautiful roses, lost her balance and fell into the bushes.

 “Excuse me!” a familiar voice called out. “Could you be so kind as to not walk 

in my wardrobe? My daughters are there, busy putting on their new dresses!”

 “Oh, I am so embarrassed!” exclaimed Juana. “I did not see your wardrobe and 

I would never enter without permission!  Oh, but I cannot believe I am talking to 

a fl ower!”

 The Rose explained that her children were “getting dressed” and slowly putting 

on their “dresses” to become splendid roses.

 “Are they real?” asked Juana. “They do not look like anything I have ever seen 

before.”

 “Oh yes!” said the Rose. “There are Summer Roses who dress up in May, June 

and July. There are Autumn Roses who remain dressed from May to the fi rst frost…” 

Juana was fascinated and asked how all of this happens.

 The Rose replied that it did not know for sure but attempted to explain: “Mother 

Nature is the one who makes it all happen and no one knows how she does it. 

We know that after constant showers, though, the plants grow and are ready to 

bloom. This is a unique attribute of Mother Nature. She is a beautiful Fairy who 

looks at the forest when it is dry and decides that she should cry—much like you 

did—and her tears are like a light drizzle that quenches the land. The air becomes 

humid and makes the plants grow vigorously.”

 In that exact moment, Mother Nature cried and it began to rain and Juana 

Isabel fi nished gathering the roses.

 “It is still hard to believe,” Juana mused, “how roses speak and how they change 

what they are wearing to become beautiful fl owers.” 

 Juana ran back to the house with her basket full of roses, all covered in 

rainwater. 

 “What is this?” her mother asked, thanking her for the basket of beautiful 

roses. “Are you a Rain Fairy or a rose-colored button covered in mist?”

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 7
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ll of a sudden, the sky quickly covered over with 

black clouds, a deafening thunderclap exploded 

and lightning illuminated the heavens.

     The clouds bathed the land. It was raining!

 Summer was here. The water had hardly stopped falling when 

the occupants of a leafy tree bearing red fruits began to come 

alive. Something emerged between the branches, small creatures 

cautiously moved, and… What a surprise!

 A tiny animal was escaping effortlessly from a cocoon. Such a 

narrow and confi ning prison! Finally, it succeeded and its silhouette 

appeared on the dark trunk of the tree.

 It was a pretty caterpillar of varied and shining colors. Its little 

body shook as it moved. 

 A voice from the tree made it stop: “Welcome. Hello friend. Did 

you live in that very small cocoon for so long?”

 The caterpillar replied, “Yes, I was born in this spherical cocoon 

the color of coffee and later I transformed myself into a small worm, 

a hungry and voracious caterpillar. In this season, we feed ourselves 

with the little leaves of the trees. At fi rst we harm the tree but later 

we make up for the harm we have caused you. As caterpillars, we are 

bestowed with very small hands with which we hold a beautiful arc 

whose cords form the silk that we secrete. With delicate movements 

of the arc on your leaves, we create melodies that keep the rhythm 

as we construct a cocoon, fastening them to your branches using 

some of those silk threads. We rest within that capsule during 

the stage in which we are pupae nymphs. Now that I reached my 

complete development, I leave my confi nement and am ready to 

serve you.”

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 8
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 he night had arrived and the town of Oaxaca was enveloped in 

shadows. Behind the fi elds and in the middle of the thick darkness the 

shiny, round moon emerged.

      The frogs initiated their trip with trepidation, showing their anxiety as 

they made quick leaps. They jumped fi rst through gardens full of fl owers, 

then later through green orchards of Mexican Hawthorn and Medlar trees, when 

fi nally, they stopped. They had arrived at the lake of tranquil waters with aquatic irises 

and blue fl owers.

 “We have arrived again at our home,” said the frogs. They heard the boisterous 

croaking of their fellow frogs, the hoarse trumpeting of the toads and the sharp fl ute 

of the crickets. The humming of the bees indicated to the little frogs that, in fact, they 

had not yet reached the lake and they needed to cast themselves in the water. They did 

so and swam for what seemed to be forever, at times caressed by aquatic moss or the 

branches which dragged along the surface of the water.

 Their bulging eyes contemplated a muddy place covered with tall and thin reeds.

 “We have arrived!” said the frogs. “After a long way, we are home.”

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 8
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he winds played until they reached the river, shaking the 

drops of dew on the trees and grass. With great pleasure, the but-

tons of clovers saluted the cricket.

      Don Grillo said, “I will begin to play my music.” But he spent more 

time thinking about it than doing it.

 He started off through the plants, happily dancing with graceful jumps. 

How it pleased him! The cricket had not known until then that the slight winds 

made such good companions in the game.

 Just then, he stepped on a round pebble and fell onto a pile of high grass.

 “Careful, cricket!” said a little voice above his head. “Go on a safe path!”

 “Why don’t you use your wings when you jump?” asked the wind to the cricket.

 “I am not very good at fl ying,” said the cricket. “But there is something I know 

how to do very well. Would you like me to delight you with my music?”

 “Yes, yes!” said the wind. “I would like very much to hear you.”

 Then the cricket knelt down and rubbed its back legs against one another and 

there was a beautiful sound that resembled the musical tones of the harp. His 

chords brought forth melodies that fi lled the air with murmurs.

 “I direct my orchestra,” said the cricket, “and occasionally the light of the Moon 

plays and dances. At this very moment, my band waits amongst the meadow full 

of daisies so that when they gather tonight the insects can play for the very impor-

tant festival that celebrates the nocturnal butterfl ies.”

 Then the cricket whistled and immediately the entire orchestra, small but certainly 

talented, seated among the daisies and began to play the sweetest melody.

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 8
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The Butterfl y’s Wings
ot far from the house, on the edge of the 

lake, stands lush and leafy a grand peach tree. 

Each branch, from one end of the tree to the 

other, is adorned with luscious fruit. The fl owers 

are protected from the wind by its green leaves. In time, they will 

produce dangling peaches of satin and velvet.

 Suspended in the air, a peach hanging from a branch appeared 

different from the rest. It was strange and fascinating. The gardener, 

in charge of caring for the tree, did notice the special peach and 

decided to pick it and take it home to eat.

 The gardener was back at his house and in the very moment 

he was to eat the peach, it opened up and he saw a tiny woman 

inside smiling at him.

 “How marvelous!” exclaimed the gardener. “I wonder if it is a 

real girl?” He reached down to touch her gently. “It is marvelous! A 

gift from the sky! Now my life will not be so solitary.”

 When the neighbors learned of the news, they came from near 

and far to see her. The tiny girl, delighted, danced for them with 

gentle movements of her tiny body.

 One day, while dancing exquisitely, her leg broke causing the 

gardener to become profoundly sad. With the utmost care, he 

placed her in the seed of a peach. From her back emerged two 

beautiful wings which began to fl ap in feverish movement. The 

delicate creature began to fl y, having changed into a butterfl y, 

soaring high above the roof of the house and as it sailed away, it 

appeared as a vibrant jewel in the sky. 

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 7
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here is an old Mexican story of a woman called Xiuhzolli who 

was young and extraordinarily beautiful. Her skin was smooth like the 

petals of a rose and fragrant like the aroma of the sea.

 Xiuhzolli enjoyed singing to the animals that lived near: the brightly colored 

parrots fl ew from tree to tree; the horses galloped with the joy of hearing her; 

and even the aloof crocodile swayed his tail. They so appreciated her voice.

 It happened one day that Xiuhzolli stopped singing. She would pass the hours 

gazing at her refl ection in the lake, her life degraded to a useless state of narcissism.

 The gods spoke to Xiuhzolli: “Women such as yourself should not live under the 

light of the sun! Your inseparable companions should be the night and shadows.”

 The gods then changed her into a bird.

 The following night you could hear her “hooting”. Xiuhzolli was transformed into an 

owl, a nocturnal bird which fl ies by the light of the Moon frightening nervous rabbits 

and hunting bats and moles.

 When you hear the melancholy “hoot”, it is Xiuzolli, who has awakened to sing.

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 8
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have asked myself how nature is born. I have seen 

it grow from my window. The light in the distant hills 

is as a piece of sun between my eyes and my hand. I 

take in the humidity of the land; distinguish the scent of 

the fl owers, stones, air. In the autumn, the smoothness of the 

wind caresses the leaves of the trees producing music in my ears. 

Each tree is a prodigious instrument; each leaf is a recorded note 

of chords and harmonies. I have memories of my childhood and 

of how I looked for shapes in clouds, lying on the ground with 

my face towards the sky. Little by little they appeared - sometimes 

in the shape of fantastic galloping horses like ferocious dragons. 

There I would remain until I fell asleep and this fantastic world 

would live on.

 Now, as a man, I continue to see faces in the clouds through 

my window. The branches of the trees delineate the delicate 

face of woman. Some of the fruits are partially eaten by the 

birds that nest in her hair. I am able to see their seeds of red 

coral; her eyes are stones of yellow tiger eye; her thin nose is 

a stone of aventurine and the teeth are stones of green halite. 

An appetizing quartz pear adorns, like an earring, her beautiful 

ear. In the rainy mornings, I observe from my window Mother 

Nature crying and from her tears fl owers are born: roses, 

jasmines, daisies. Then they fall on this terrestrial mantle like 

old crystal tears, being buried and becoming seeds.

–  M A R C O  A B A R C A ,  2 0 0 8
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